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Dedekind [1, II.130] makes an observation overlooked by Peano [7] and others: A
set with an initial element and a successor-operation may admit proof by induction
without admitting inductive or rather recursive definition of functions.
Landau [3, Preface for the Teacher] confesses to having confused induction with
recursion. Henkin [2] works out the distinction. Yet the confusion continues to be
made, even in textbooks intended for students of mathematics and computer science
who ought to be able to understand the distinction. Textbooks also perpetuate related confusions, such as suggestions that induction and ‘strong’ induction (or else the
‘well-ordering principle’) are logically equivalent, and that either one is sufficient to
axiomatize the natural numbers.
In an exercise in one noteworthy textbook [5, II.1, p. 38], the reader is invited
to show the logical independence of the three axioms introduced by Dedekind, but
commonly called by the name of Peano: (α) the initial element is not a successor, (β)
the successor-operation is injective, and (γ) proof by induction works. But first, just
after the introduction of these as axioms for the natural numbers, these numbers are
used to index iterates of functions. This indexing is used later (II.2) to define addition
and multiplication. But this indexing strictly requires all three of the axioms, normally
in the equivalent form introduced only later still (II.11) and called the Peano–Lawvere
Axiom. (Mention of this is absent from later editions, as [6]; it is called the Dedekind–
Peano Axiom in [4, 9.1, p. 156].)
Landau implicitly (and Henkin explicitly) shows that addition and multiplication
can be defined by induction alone. But the argument takes some work. (Strictly, the
argument requires that these operations are being defined on a set. However, with
more work, one can avoid this assumption.) If one thinks that the recursive definitions
of addition and multiplication—n + 0 = n, n + (k + 1) = (n + k) + 1, n · 0 = 0,
n · (k + 1) = n · k + n—are obviously justified by induction alone, then one may think
the same for exponentation, with n0 = 1, nk+1 = nk · n. However, while addition and
multiplication are well-defined on Z/(n) (which admits induction), exponentiation is
not; rather, we have (x, y) 7→ xy : Z/(n) × Z/φ(n) → Z/(n). This is one example to
suggest that getting things straight may make a pedagogical difference.
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